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Abstract. Knowledge distillation (KD) has demonstrated re-
markable success across various domains, but its application
to medical imaging tasks, such as kidney and liver tumor seg-
mentation, has encountered challenges. Many existing KD
methods are not specifically tailored for these tasks. More-
over, prevalent KD methods often lack a careful considera-
tion of ‘what’ and ‘from where’ to distill knowledge from
the teacher to the student. This oversight may lead to is-
sues like the accumulation of training bias within shallower
student layers, potentially compromising the effectiveness of
KD. To address these challenges, we propose Hierarchical
Layer-selective Feedback Distillation (HLFD). HLFD strate-
gically distills knowledge from a combination of middle lay-
ers to earlier layers and transfers final layer knowledge to in-
termediate layers at both the feature and pixel levels. This de-
sign allows the model to learn higher-quality representations
from earlier layers, resulting in a robust and compact student
model. Extensive quantitative evaluations reveal that HLFD
outperforms existing methods by a significant margin. For ex-
ample, in the kidney segmentation task, HLFD surpasses the
student model (without KD) by over 10%, significantly im-
proving its focus on tumor-specific features. From a qualita-
tive standpoint, the student model trained using HLFD excels
at suppressing irrelevant information and can focus sharply on
tumor-specific details, which opens a new pathway for more
efficient and accurate diagnostic tools. Code is available here.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tumor segmentation in medical imaging enables clinicians to
accurately identify, assess, and manage malignancies. Lever-
aging neural networks, we achieve automated, high-fidelity
delineation of tumor boundaries in various imaging modali-
ties, including CT scans and MRIs [1, 2, 3]. This technolog-
ical breakthrough elevates diagnostic accuracy and efficiency
and streamlines treatment planning [4], ultimately leading to
enhanced patient care and outcomes.
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Significant challenges persist despite the remarkable suc-
cesses of deep-learning models in medical image segmenta-
tion [5, 6, 7, 8]. These models demand extensive datasets and
substantial computational resources, making deployment on
resource-limited devices a hurdle. Furthermore, the diversity
in tumor appearances, irregular sizes, unpredictable loca-
tions, and variations amplifies segmentation complexity. To
address these challenges, researchers are exploring innovative
strategies. For instance, lightweight networks [9, 10, 11, 12]
have been explored for real-time semantic segmentation,
and recent works have delved into real-time medical image
segmentation. However, model simplification may hurt pre-
dictive performance. Knowledge distillation (KD) [13] has
emerged as a valuable approach, facilitating knowledge trans-
fer from the larger ‘teacher’ models to the leaner ‘student’
models.

Existing works [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] aim to enhance
the final representations of the student model by minimiz-
ing the difference in softmax representations between the
teacher and student models. However, this supervisory sig-
nal originates solely from the final student layer. Hence, it
tends to attenuate with each layer during backpropagation,
accumulating training bias within the shallower student lay-
ers. This impairs the efficacy of knowledge transfer. Other
works [21, 22, 23, 24] focus on improving the alignment
of latent feature maps by mimicking intermediate represen-
tations. These intermediate representations serve as solid
indicators that facilitate learning the final representation.
However, when we replicate intermediate representations,
we are limited to capturing the knowledge acquired by that
specific layer, potentially missing out on global information.
Recognizing this limitation, capturing features from termi-
nal representation at an earlier stage emerges as a valuable
strategy [25, 26]. However, these methods give subopti-
mal results where boundary, shape, texture information, and
a combination of low-level features are essential, not only
high-level class information. We have introduced hierarchical
layer-selective feedback distillation (HLFD) to address these
challenges. HLFD comprises Feature-level LFD (FLFD) and
Pixel-level LFD (PLFD). FLFD, in turn, includes Unified
Feature-level Distillation (UFD) for unified representations
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Fig. 1. The input X and augmentation X ′, undergo encoding by both a pre-trained teacher encoder and a randomly initial-
ized student encoder, resulting in representations ztearly , ztmidj , ztter, and zsearly, zsmidj , zster, respectively. These representations
contribute to feature-level loss functions, LUFD and LIFD. Additionally, the teacher decoder decodes ztter, producing repre-
sentations ptearly, ptmidj , ptter, which are utilized in pixel-level loss functions, LUPD and LIPD. The training process is further
enhanced with the inclusion of a supervised focal dice loss (Lseg).

and Individual Feature-level Distillation (IFD) for middle-
to-early and later-to-middle layer distillation. PLFD, on the
other hand, involves Unified Pixel-level Distillation (UPD)
and Individual Pixel-level Distillation (IPD), which transfers
pixel-level knowledge from the teacher decoder to the student
through interpolated features. HLFD integrates both FLFD
and PLFD in a multi-task fashion, promoting simultaneous
learning of feature-level and pixel-level representations. Our
contributions are as follows,

• We rethink the design of layers in the context of distilla-
tion and introduce the Hierarchical Layer-selective Feed-
back Distillation (HLFD) framework.

• We demonstrate HLFD’s capability to capture tumor-
specific details from early layers while effectively sup-
pressing irrelevant information flow.

• Extensive experiments conducted on kidney and liver
tumor segmentation tasks establish that our proposed
method attains state-of-the-art (SOTA) results

2. PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. Feature-level Layer-selective Feedback Distillation
(FLFD)

Given an input X , transformations occur through both the
pre-trained teacher encoder f t

i and the random student en-

coder fs
i , denoted by i for the number of blocks. This yields

early representations ztearly and zsearly, intermediate repre-
sentations ztmidj and zsmidj (where j is the number of middle
layers), and terminal representations ztlate and zslate. These
representations form the foundation of our framework. We
propose an FLFD loss, defined as, LF = LUFD + LIFD.
These components are defined below.

Unified Feature-level Distillation (UFD). Within this frame-
work, we introduce the concept of distilling the attentive
knowledge from the teacher’s unified representation of mid-
dle layers, ztmid, to the student’s early representation, zsearly.
To achieve this, we propose the following loss function.

LUFD =
∥A(zsearly)∥
∥A(zsearly)∥2

− ∥A(ztmid)∥
∥A(ztmid)∥2

(1)

To achieve ztmid, we perform interpolation on the middle lay-
ers with the larger feature maps to ensure their spatial dimen-
sions match the smallest among them. Next, we concatenate
all these interpolated representations along the channel di-
mension. Finally, operation A(.) is employed first to rescale
the student’s representation zsearly to match the spatial dimen-
sion of the teacher’s ztmid. Additionally, channel normaliza-
tion is applied to the rescaled student representation, assum-
ing that the absolute value of a neuron activation signifies its
importance.



Individual Feature-level Distillation (IFD). Within this
framework, we introduce the concept of distilling the atten-
tive knowledge from the teacher’s late representation, ztlate,
to each student’s middle layers or intermediate representa-
tion, zsmidj . To achieve this, we propose the following loss
function.

LIFD =

N∑
j=1

∥A(zsmidj )∥
∥A(zsmidj )∥2

− ∥A(ztlate)∥
∥A(ztlate)∥2

(2)

Here, the operation A(.) is same as in Eq.1.

2.2. Pixel-level Layer-selective Feedback Distillation (PLFD):

In contrast to feature-level distillation, pixel-level segmentation-
map distillation is geared toward conveying pixel-wise pre-
dictions. In practice, we distill pixel-level maps generated
by the teacher’s decoder to interpolated student maps. First,
the teacher encoder output ztlate is passed through pre-trained
teacher decoder dti resulting in early predictive map ptearly, in-
termediate predictive map ptmidj and terminal predictive map
ptlate. For students, we used an interpolated representation
map. We propose LP = LUPD +LIPD. The components of
PLFD are as follows.

Unified Pixel-level Distillation (UPD). We propose distilling
the precise predictive information from the teacher’s unified
pixel-wise predictive maps of middle layers, ptmid, to the stu-
dent’s early interpolated representation, psearly.

LUPD = KL(A(psearly)||ptmid) (3)

Individual Pixel-level Distillation. Here, the teacher’s termi-
nal predictive map, denoted as ptlate, distills precise informa-
tion to the intermediate predicted maps of the students indi-
vidually, represented as psmidj . This allows the student to cap-
ture detailed knowledge about the exact pixel locations and
their corresponding class assignments within the image from
much earlier layers. To achieve this, a KL-divergence loss is
employed between these maps:

LIPD =
1

N

N∑
j

KL(A(psmidj )||p
t
late) (4)

Here, N is the number of middle-layer blocks in the student.

2.3. Hierarchical Layer-selective Feedback Distillation
(HLFD)

Finally, distilling both feature-level and pixel-level represen-
tations allows the student to learn fine-to-coarse hierarchical
details at both the feature and pixel levels. The multi-task loss
function can be defined as:

LH = LSeg + β ∗ LF + λ ∗ LP (5)

Where Lseg is the focal dice loss used for training the student
network in a supervised fashion. In the inference phase, post-
sufficient training, both the teacher network components and
distillation modules are discarded.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

Datasets: We evaluated our techniques on kidney tumor seg-
mentation (KiTS) [2] and liver tumor segmentation (LiTS)
[27] datasets. KiTS comprises 210 abdominal CT scans,
where a 168:42 split is used for testing and training. Simi-
larly, the LiTS dataset consists of 201 CT scans and uses the
split of 131:70.

Baselines: We compare our method with the following SOTA
methods: i) Structured Knowledge Distillation (SKD) [18]:
Involves pair-wise distillation to capture similarity at feature
and pixel level. ii) Intermediate Feature Distiller (IFD) [25]:
Distills the teacher’s terminal representation into concate-
nated branches of the student model. iii) Deep Knowledge
Distillation (DKD) [24]: Similar to [24] but without the Rela-
tional Knowledge distillation(RKD) module. iv) Hierarchical
Individual Feedback Knowledge Distillation (HIFD) [26]:
It distills the teacher’s terminal representation to individual
layers of the student. We extended this method for segmen-
tation by incorporating pixel-level feedback distillation loss
functions. We maintained identical implementation settings
across all techniques.

Implementation Details: We employed UNet++ [28] ar-
chitecture (36.1M parameters) as the teacher network and
ResNet18 [29] (11.6M parameters) as the student network.
Our segmentation networks and distillation processes, in-
spired by [24], were trained using Adam optimizer with
beta1 (0.9) and beta2 (0.999). The learning rate began at
0.001, utilizing CosineAnnealing for rate scheduling, reach-
ing a minimum of 0.000001. Data augmentation techniques
such as random rotation and flipping were applied, while
experiments revealed that Gaussian noise augmentation is
unsuitable for medical images. Most networks processed
authentic 512× 512 CT images, requiring windowing of HU
values with radiological standards (e.g., -40 to 160 for the
liver and -200 to 300 for the kidney). We use the PyTorch
framework. We train all the networks till convergence with
up to 120 epochs. We report the result as mean ± std after
three runs. For the Dice score (DSC), higher is better. For
Relative Volume Difference (RVD), smaller absolute values
are desired, indicating a closer match between the predicted
and ground truth volumes. When comparing RVD values, a
smaller absolute value (closer to zero) is better, regardless
of whether the RVD is positive or negative. These metrics
provide complementary insights about the performance.



4. RESULTS

Quantitative Results: As shown in Table 1, our method,
HLFD, consistently outshines both the supervised student
and the baseline models. Notably, on the KiTS dataset, we
observe a substantial enhancement in DSC over the student
(without KD). Further, both IFD and HIFD exhibit competi-
tive or superior outcomes than other baselines. These results
underscore the necessity of integrating KD and also empha-
size the critical importance of architecting layers that adeptly
distill the ‘what’ and ‘where’ dimensions of knowledge from
the teacher model. On the RVD metric also, HLFD out-
performs baselines, including the student (without KD), by a
significant margin. This insight into volume differences holds
valuable implications, especially in tasks like tumor segmen-
tation where volume accuracy is of paramount importance.

Table 1. Quantitative Results (β = 0.9 and λ = 0.1)

Method KiTS LiTS

DSC RVD DSC RVD

Teacher 64.50 ± 1.45 -0.203 57.84 ± 1.55 1.434
Student(w/o KD) 41.30 ± 2.30 -0.421 41.19 ± 1.65 0.701

SKD [18] 38.71 ± 2.53 -0.411 42.09 ± 2.01 0.018
IFD [25] 46.79 ± 1.25 -0.275 45.36 ± 1.20 0.122

DKD [24] 40.21 ± 2.35 -0.496 43.72 ± 0.87 0.234
HIFD [26] 42.50 ± 1.25 -0.434 44.20 ± 1.22 0.187

HLFD (ours) 52.18 ± 2.55 -0.176 48.75 ± 2.23 0.173

On the LiTS dataset, HLFD (our method) consistently out-
performs the baselines on the DSC metric, whereas the SKD
method is the best on the RVD metric.

Qualitative Results: The visualizations presented in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2. The green color highlights the regions of interest
(ROI) representing tumors. The segmentation maps are pre-
sented for both KiTS (first two rows) and LiTS (last two rows)
datasets, with ’G.T.’ denoting the ground truth.
showcase the superior performance of our proposed HLFD
method. HLFD accurately segments the Region of Interest
(ROI) while effectively suppressing irrelevant information,
even at intermediate layers. The previous techniques fail

to recognize the segmentation ROI at intermediate layers,
especially for liver segmentation. This underscores the im-
portance of meticulously designing layers to enhance the
segmentation task’s representation quality.

The GradCAM maps presented in Fig. 3 showcase distinct
patterns among methods. SKD, which does not leverage in-
termediate layers, exhibits a flow of irrelevant information,
hindering focus on tumor-specific details. While DKD shows
some restriction of information, IFD and HIFD manage to
suppress irrelevant details. However, they face challenges
in focusing on tumor-specific information. In contrast, our
method distinctly focuses on tumor-specific information with-
out capturing irrelevant details.
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Fig. 3. Gradient-activated class maps for KiTS19, featuring
CAM results for both the final and first layers. Remarkably,
HLFD focuses on the tumor region, maintaining effectiveness
in suppressing irrelevant information as the process advances
to the final layer.

Table 2. Impact of β and λ on DSC
β λ KiTS LiTS

0.9 0.1 52.18 ± 2.55 48.75 ± 2.23
1.8 0.1 51.58 ± 1.25 48.18 ± 1.63
0.9 0.2 51.95 ± 2.35 48.48 ± 2.05

Sensitivity Analysis: From Table 2, doubling the β value
(from 0.9 to 1.8) while maintaining λ constant led to a slight
deterioration in performance. Conversely, increasing the
value of λ (from 0.1 to 0.2) while keeping β constant showed
a similar trend but with slightly improved performance com-
pared to the previous case. This suggests that LF learns a rich
representation of data, while LP learns the essential structure
for the segmentation task. Therefore, maintaining β greater
than λ is crucial for optimal results. The best performance
was achieved with β = 0.9 and λ = 0.1.

5. CONCLUSION

We introduce a novel Knowledge Distillation (KD) frame-
work for enhancing liver and kidney tumor segmentation,
redefining knowledge selection to distill and the distillation
source, and transitioning from teacher encoder layers to the
student. Quantitatively, HLFD has demonstrated remarkable
superiority over existing KD techniques and baseline mod-
els. Our method substantially improves DSC, particularly
in kidney tumor segmentation, where HLFD surpasses the
student model (without KD) by over 10%. Qualitatively,



HLFD exhibits exceptional capabilities in suppressing irrele-
vant information while maintaining a sharp focus on tumor-
specific details. The ability of HLFD to accurately segment
the region of interest (ROI) at both intermediate and final
layers showcases its effectiveness in enhancing the quality
of segmentation representations for kidney and liver tumor
segmentation.
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